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1. Introduction

Estrogen receptor (ER) is a ligand-activated transcription factor
that belongs to the nuclear hormone receptor superfamily. The
primary endogenous ligand for these receptors is 17b-estradiol. ER
mediates the activity of estrogens in a variety of organs, including
those in the reproductive, cardiovascular, skeletal, immune, and
central nervous systems [1–3]. There are two subtypes of estrogen
receptors encoded by different genes: ERa and ERb [4]. Both ERs
share distinct domains: DNA binding domains and hormone
binding domains.

ERa and ERb have modest overall sequence identity, differing
greatly at the N-terminal domains, but having sequence conserva-
tion among DNA and ligand binding domains. The distribution of
the two isoforms vary greatly and it is clear that they perform
different biological functions [3,5,6,9]. Crystallographic structures
of ligand complexes with ERa and ERb show close binding pockets
that differ only in two amino acids: Leu384 in ERa is replaced
by Met336 in ERb, and Met421 in ERa is replaced by Ile373 in ERb
[6–8].

ERb agonists may be useful in a variety of clinical applications
without triggering classic estrogenic side effects, e.g., uterine
stimulation [3,9]. Potential applications of ERb ligands include

inflammatory bowel disease [10], rheumatoid arthritis [11],
endometeriosis [12], and sepsis [13–15].

Despite extensive modeling efforts to understand ERa/ligand
affinity and selectivity [87–92], the area of ERb medicinal
chemistry is generally devoid of significant modeling efforts
except for some studies [1,2,8,16,17,91,92]. The presence of
reasonable crystal structures for ERb directed most modeling
studies towards docking experiments [18–25]. However, although
crystallographic data are considered the most reliable structural
information that can be used for drug design, they are associated
with some serious problems: (i) decisions whether to leave buried
water molecules in the binding site or not have to be taken into
consideration prior to ligand design and/or docking studies [26].
(ii) Inadequate resolution of crystallographic structures. The most
reliable resolution for structure-based drug design has been
recently recommended to be below 1.5 Å [27]. Incidentally,
reported ERb structures exhibited mediocre resolutions (1.8–
3.0 Å) [1,8,11,28–35]. (iii) Crystallization-related artifacts, e.g.,
structural distortions inflected upon the three-dimensional
structure of the ligand–protein complex during crystallization
[36]. (vi) Crystallographic structures lack information on hydrogen
atoms, so it should be appropriately assumed whether ionizable
moieties exposed in the active site exist in their ionized form or
not prior to in silico design [26,37]. Moreover, crystallographic
structures generally ignore structural heterogeneity related
to protein anisotropic motion and discrete conformational
substrates [38].
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A B S T R A C T

The pharmacophoric space of estrogen receptor beta (ERb) was explored using a set of 119 known

ligands. Subsequently, genetic algorithm and multiple linear regression analysis were employed to select

optimal combinations of pharmacophoric models and physicochemical descriptors in self-consistent

and predictive quantitative structure–activity relationships (QSARs) (r2
96 ¼ 0:79� 0:83, F-statis-

tic = 40.96–36.20, r2
LOO ¼ 0:74 � 0:76 and r2

PRESS against 23 external compounds = 0.54–0.56, respec-

tively). Four binding hypotheses emerged in two optimal QSAR equations suggesting the existence of

distinct binding modes accessible to ligands within ERb binding pocket. The close similarity among

the resulting pharmacophores prompted us to merge them in two hybrid models. The hybrid

pharmacophores illustrated superior receiver operator characteristic curves (ROCs) and closely

resembled binding interactions suggested by docking experiments. The resulting models and associated

QSAR equations were employed to screen the national cancer institute (NCI) list of compounds and an in

house built database of known drugs and agrochemicals to search for new ERb ligands.
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The continued interest in the development of new selective ERb
ligands combined with the lack of adequate ligand-based
computer-aided modeling and drug discovery efforts in this area
prompted us to explore the possibility of developing ligand-based
three-dimensional (3D) pharmacophore(s) integrated within self-
consistent QSAR model(s). The pharmacophore model(s) can be
used as 3D search query(ies) to mine 3D libraries for new ERb
ligands, while the QSAR model helps to predict the biological
activities of the captured compounds.

Pharmacophore modeling was performed employing CATALYST
software. CATALYST enables automatic pharmacophore construc-
tion by using a collection of molecules with activities ranging over
a number of orders of magnitude. CATALYST pharmacophores
(hypotheses) explain the variability of activity of the molecules
with respect to the geometric localization of the chemical features
present in the molecules used to build it. The pharmacophore
model consists of a collection of features necessary for the
biological activity of the ligands arranged in 3D space, e.g.,
hydrogen-bond acceptors (HBA) and hydrogen-bond donors
(HBD), hydrophobic regions (Hbic), aromatic rings (RingArom),
positive ionizable (PosIon), etc. [56–62].

A total of 119 ERb ligands were used in this study (Figure A and
Table A in Supporting Information). These compounds were
carefully collected from the literature such that they exhibit
significantly dissimilar affinities to ERa and ERb to allow access to
selective models (pharmacophores and QSARs). Six training
subsets were selected from this collection (Table 1). Each subset
consisted of ligands of wide structural diversity. The affinities of
the training subsets spanned over 4.0 orders of magnitude. Genetic
algorithm and multiple linear regression statistical analysis were
subsequently employed to select an optimal combination of
complementary pharmacophores capable of explaining bioactivity
variations among all ligands. Closely related QSAR-selected
pharmacophores were merged in hybrid models that illustrated
excellent ability to selectively capture active hits. The resulting
models were employed as three-dimensional search queries to
mine for new ERb ligands.

2. Experimental

2.1. Molecular modeling

2.1.1. Software and hardware

The following software packages were utilized in the present
research.

� CATALYST (Version 4.11), Accelrys Inc. (www.accelrys.com),
USA.
� CERIUS2 (Version 4.10), Accelrys Inc. (www.accelrys.com), USA.
� CS ChemDraw Ultra 6.0, Cambridge Soft Corp. (http://www.cam-

bridgesoft.Com), USA.

Pharmacophore and QSAR modeling studies were performed
using CATALYST (HYPOGEN module) and CERIUS2 software suites
from Accelrys Inc. (San Diego, CA, www.accelrys.com) installed on a

Silicon Graphics Octane2 desktop workstation equipped with a dual
600 MHz MIPS R14000 processor (1.0 GB RAM) running the Irix 6.5
operating system. Structure drawing was performed employing
ChemDraw Ultra 6.0 which was installed on a Pentium 4 PC.

2.1.2. Data set

The structures of 119 ERb inhibitors and activators (1–119,
Table A and Figure A in Supporting Information) were collected
from recently published literature [2,3,6,8,9,11,16,17,39–55,86].
Although the collected ERb ligands were gathered from different
articles and were bioassayed employing two in vitro methodol-
ogies, it was possible to normalize their ERb affinities based on the
fact that compound 48 and estradiol were bioassayed by the two
methods. The affinities were expressed as the concentrations of the
test compounds that displaced 50% of the bound [3H] 17b-
estradiol (IC50, nM). The logarithm of measured IC50 values were
used in pharmacophore modeling and QSAR analysis thus
correlating the data linear to the free energy change. The collected
compounds were carefully selected such that they express
significant affinity differences against ERa versus ERb.

The two-dimensional (2D) chemical structures of the inhibitors
were sketched using ChemDraw Ultra and saved in MDL-molfile
format. Subsequently, they were imported into CATALYST,
converted into corresponding standard 3D structures and energy
minimized to the closest local minimum using the molecular
mechanics CHARMm force field implemented in CATALYST. The
resulting 3D structures were utilized as starting conformers for
CATALYST conformational analysis.

2.1.3. Conformational analysis

The molecular flexibilities of the collected compounds were
taken into account by considering each compound as a collection of
conformers representing different areas of the conformational space
accessible to the molecule within a given energy range. Accordingly,
the conformational space of each ligand (1–119, Table A and Figure A
in Supporting Information) was explored adopting the ‘‘best
conformer generation’’ option within CATALYST, which is based
on the generalized CHARMm force field implemented in the
program. Default parameters were employed in the conformation
generation procedure, i.e., for each molecule, a conformational
ensemble was generated with an energy threshold of 20 kcal/mol
from the local minimized structure that has the lowest energy level.
A maximum of 250 conformers per molecule were generated [56].

2.1.4. Generation of pharmacophoric hypotheses

All 119 molecules with their associated conformational models
were regrouped into a spreadsheet. The biological data of the
inhibitors were reported with an ‘‘Uncertainty’’ value of 3, which
means that the actual bioactivity of a particular inhibitor is
assumed to be situated somewhere in an interval ranging from
one-third to three-times the reported bioactivity value of that
inhibitor [57–59]. Subsequently, six structurally diverse training
subsets were carefully selected from the collection for pharma-
cophore modeling: A, B, C, D, E, and F in Table 1. Typically,
CATALYST requires informative training sets that include at least

Table 1
The training subsets employed in exploring the pharmacophoric space of ERb ligand, numbers correspond to compounds in n.

Training sets Most-activea Moderate activea Least activea

A 75, 77, 79, 80, 115, 117 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 40, 69, 72, 74, 81, 111, 116 31, 42, 45, 82
B 86, 91, 100, 101, 102, 104, 105 19, 34, 35, 37, 48, 64, 89, 90, 94, 103, 113 8, 42, 45, 87, 88
C 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 63, 118 13, 17, 18, 49, 50, 52, 53, 55, 58, 61, 62, 83, 85 9, 46, 106, 109, 119
D 4, 5, 6, 57, 60 12, 14, 15, 56, 58, 59, 65, 68, 84, 92, 107, 110 8, 17, 21, 26, 41, 106, 119
E 73, 76, 78, 86, 100, 105, 112 7, 22, 36, 38, 39, 42, 44, 47, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 84 21, 23, 26, 31, 32, 43, 46
F 1, 2, 3, 11, 95, 98 13, 16, 20, 51, 54, 59, 66, 67,93, 96, 97, 108, 118 9, 17, 32, 46, 83, 99, 114

a Potency categories as defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) in Section 2.1.4.
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16 compounds of evenly spread bioactivities over at least three and
a h6alf logarithmic cycles. Lesser training lists could lead to chance
correlation and thus faulty models [57–59].

The selected training sets were utilized to conduct 24 modeling
runs to explore the pharmacophoric space of ERb ligands (Table 2).
The exploration process included altering interfeature spacing
parameter (100 and 300 pm) and the maximum number of allowed
features in the resulting pharmacophore hypotheses, as shown in
Table 2.

Pharmacophore modeling employing CATALYST proceeds
through three successive phases: the constructive phase, sub-
tractive phase and optimization phase. During the constructive
phase, CATALYST generates common conformational alignments
among the most-active training compounds. Only molecular
alignments based on a maximum of five chemical features are
considered. The program identifies a particular compound as being
within the most-active category if it satisfies Eq. (1) [57–59]:

ðMAct� UncMActÞ � Act

UncAct
>0:0 (1)

where ‘‘MAct’’ is the activity of the most-active compound in the
training set, ‘‘Unc’’ is the uncertainty of the compounds and ‘‘Act’’ is
the activity of the training compounds under question. However, if
there are more than eight most-active inhibitors, only the top eight
are used.

In the subsequent subtractive phase, CATALYST eliminates
some hypotheses that fit inactive training compounds. A particular
training compound is defined as being inactive if it satisfies Eq. (2)
[57–59]:

logðActÞ � logðMActÞ>3:5 (2)

However, in the optimization phase, CATALYST applies fine
perturbations in the form of vectored feature rotation, adding
new feature and/or removing a feature, to selected hypotheses that

survived the subtractive phase, in an attempt to find new models of
enhanced bioactivity/mapping correlation, i.e., improved 3D-QSAR
properties. Eventually, CATALYST selects the highest ranking
models (10 by default) and presents them as the optimal
pharmacophore hypotheses resulting from the particular auto-
matic modeling run.

Our pharmacophore exploration efforts (24 automatic runs,
Tables 1 and 2) culminated in 210 pharmacophore models of
variable qualities.

2.1.5. Assessment of the generated hypotheses

When generating hypotheses, CATALYST attempts to minimize
a cost function consisting of three terms: weight cost, error cost
and configuration cost [56–61]. Weight cost is a value that
increases as the feature weight in a model deviates from an ideal
value of 2, which originates from the assumption that each
pharmacophoric feature contributes 2 log cycles to affinity. The
deviation between the estimated activities of the training set and
their experimentally determined values adds to the error cost.
Error cost provides the highest contribution to total cost and it is
directly related to the capacity of the particular pharmacophore as
3D-QSAR model, i.e., in correlating the molecular structures to the
corresponding biological responses. The activity of any compound
can be estimated from a particular hypothesis through Eq. (3) [56].

logðestimated activityÞ ¼ I þ Fit (3)

where I = the intercept of the regression line obtained by plotting
the log of the biological activity of the training set compounds
against the Fit values of the training compounds. The Fit value for
any compound is obtained automatically employing Eq. (4) [56].

Fit ¼
X

mapped hypothesis features�W 1�
X disp

tol

� �2
" #

(4)

Table 2
Training sets and CATALYST run parameters employed for exploring ERb pharmacophoric space.

Training

subseta

Trial Number of

training compounds

Selected input features: types and rangesb Number of

output features

Spacing

parameterc

A 1 25 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 4–5 100

2 25 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 4–5 300

3 25 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 5–5 100

4 25 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 5–5 300

B 1 23 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 4–5 100

2 23 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 4–5 300

3 23 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 5–5 100

4 23 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 5–5 300

C 1 25 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 4–5 100

2 25 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 4–5 300

3 25 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 5–5 100

4 25 HBA-F (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 5–5 300

D 1 24 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 4–5 100

2 24 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 4–5 300

3 24 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 5–5 100

4 24 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 5–5 300

E 1 28 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 4–5 100

2 28 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 4–5 300

3 28 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 5–5 100

4 28 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3) 5–5 300

F 1 26 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 4–5 100

2 26 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 4–5 300

3 26 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 5–5 100

4 26 HBA (0–3), HBD (0–3), Hbic (0–3), RingArom (0–3), PosIon (0–1) 5–5 300

a Correspond to training sets in Table 1.
b HBA: hydrogen-bond acceptor, HBA-F: hydrogen-bond acceptor including fluorine atoms, HBD: hydrogen-bond donor, RingArom: ring aromatic, Hbic: hydrophobic,

PosIon: positive ionizable the allowed ranges of input features are in brackets.
c Other parameters were set to their default values.
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where Smapped hypothesis features represents the number of
pharmacophore features that successfully superimpose (i.e., map
or overlap with) corresponding chemical moieties within the fitted
compound, W is the weight of the corresponding hypothesis
feature spheres. This value is fixed to 1.0 in CATALYST-generated
models. disp is the distance between the center of a particular
pharmacophoric sphere (feature centroid) and the center of the
corresponding superimposed chemical moiety of the fitted
compound; tol is the radius of the pharmacophoric feature sphere
(known as tolerance, equals to 1.6 Å by default). S(disp/tol)2 is the
summation of (disp/tol)2 values for all pharmacophoric features
that successfully superimpose corresponding chemical function-
alities in the fitted compound [56].

The third cost term, i.e., the configuration cost, penalizes the
complexity of the hypothesis. This is a fixed cost, which is equal to
the entropy of the hypothesis space. The more the numbers of
features (a maximum of five) in a generated hypothesis, the higher
is the entropy with subsequent increase in this cost.

The overall cost (total cost) of a hypothesis is calculated by
summing over the three cost factors. However, error cost is the
main contributor to total cost.

CATALYST calculates a fixed cost, which estimates the cost of
the ideal hypothesis. CATALYST also calculates the cost of the null
hypothesis, which presumes that there is no relationship in the
data and that experimental activities are normally distributed
about their mean. Accordingly, the greater the difference from the
null hypothesis cost and the closer the difference from the fixed
cost, the more likely that the hypothesis does not reflect a chance
correlation [56,61,62]. In a successful automatic modeling run,
CATALYST1 ranks the generated models according to their total
costs [56,60,62].

An additional approach to assess the quality of CATALYST-
HYPOGEN pharmacophores is to cross-validate them using the Cat-
Scramble algorithm implemented in CATALYST. This validation
procedure is based on Fisher’s randomization test [63]. We
selected a 95% confidence level in this validation test, which
instruct CATALYST to generate 19 random spreadsheets by the Cat-
Scramble command. Subsequently, CATALYST-HYPOGEN is chal-
lenged to use these random spreadsheets to generate hypotheses
using exactly the same features and parameters used in generating
the initial unscrambled hypotheses [64]. Success in generating
pharmacophores of comparable cost criteria to those produced by
the original unscrambled data reduces the confidence in the
training compounds and the unscrambled original pharmacophore
models. Based on Fisher randomization criteria, all resulting 210
pharmacophores exceeded the 90% significance threshold for
subsequent processing (clustering and QSAR analyses). Table 3
shows the success criteria of generated pharmacophores.

2.1.6. Clustering the generated pharmacophore hypotheses

The successful models (210) were clustered into 42 groups
utilizing the hierarchical average linkage method available in
CATALYST. Clustering was implemented in such a way that models
generated from a particular training set were clustered into 5-
membered subgroups. Subsequently, the highest ranking mem-
bers, as judged based on their significance F-values, were selected
to represent their clusters in subsequent QSAR modeling. Table 4
shows information about representative pharmacophores includ-
ing their pharmacophoric features, success criteria and differences
from corresponding null hypotheses. The table also shows the
corresponding Cat.Scramble confidence levels for each represen-
tative pharmacophore.

Table 3
The general performance of pharmacophoric models generated for ERba.

Training subsetb Trialc Cost criteriad Fisher confidence range (%)e

Configuration Total cost range Null

A 1 13.73 111.65–118.84 192.74 95.0

2 9.30 123.06–139.68 192.74 95.0

3f – – – –

4f – – – –

B 1 13.92 100.35–111.57 149.58 95.0

2 12.26 99.79–115.76 149.58 95.0

3 11.73 105.08–114.80 149.58 95.0

4 8.50 107.42–129.54 149.58 90.0 – 95.0

C 1 19.56 121.31–128.56 181.08 95.0

2 18.60 118.26–134.47 181.08 95.0

3 18.28 116.37–128.37 181.08 95.0

4 16.20 127.96–133.01 181.08 95.0

D 1 18.40 117.92–121.44 175.17 95.0

2 16.34 114.40–123.14 175.17 95.0

3 17.22 115.66–121.24 175.17 95.0

4 14.23 123.21–128.92 175.17 95.0

E 1 11.44 123.68–137.11 213.45 95.0

2 7.82 124.18–159.22 213.45 90.0–95.0

3 7.51 125.71–157.70 213.45 90.0–95.0

4f – – – –

F 1 19.56 108.14–118.64 172.13 95.0

2 18.60 113.19–117.49 172.13 95.0

3 18.28 114.69–119.52 172.13 95.0

4 16.20 114.80–118.57 172.13 95.0

a The detailed success criteria for selected representative pharmacophore models are shown in Table 4.
b The training subsets are as in Table 1.
c Selected input features and run parameters are as in Table 2.
d See Section 2.1.5 for detailed description and discussion regarding the different cost criteria.
e Calculated employing the Cat.Scramble method (see Section 2.1.5).
f These runs failed to yield any pharmacophore models.
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2.1.7. QSAR modeling

A subset of 96 compounds taken from the total list of ligands
(1–119, Table A and Figure A in Supporting Information) was
utilized as a training set for QSAR modeling. However, since it is
essential to access the predictive power of the resulting QSAR
models on external set of inhibitors, the remaining 23 molecules
(ca. 20% of the dataset) were employed as test subset for
validating the QSAR models. The test molecules were selected as
follows: the 119 compounds were ranked according to their IC50

values, and then every fifth compound was selected for the test
set starting from the high-potency end. This selection considers
the fact that the test molecules must represent a range of
biological activities similar to that of the training set. The
selected test ligands are: 5, 11, 13, 14, 18, 28, 31, 32, 35, 36, 40,

44, 48, 59, 60, 63, 71, 76, 85, 90, 100, 107, 114 (Table A and
Figure A in Supporting Information).

The logarithm of measured 1/IC50 (nM) values were used in
QSAR, thus correlating the data linear to the free energy change.
The chemical structures of the inhibitors were imported into
CERIUS2 as standard 3D single conformer representations in SD
format. Subsequently, different descriptor groups were calculated
for each compound employing the C2.DESCRIPTOR module of
CERIUS2. The calculated descriptors included various simple and
valence connectivity indices, electrotopological state indices and
other molecular descriptors (e.g., logarithm of partition coefficient,
polarizability, dipole moment, molecular volume, molecular
weight, molecular surface area, etc.) [65]. Furthermore, the
training compounds were fitted (using the Best fit option in

Table 4
The performance of best representatives of clustered pharmacophore hypotheses generated for ERb.

Training

seta

Hypothesesb,c Pharmacophoric features in

generated hypotheses

Total

cost

Cost of null

hypothesis

Residual

costd

Re F-statisticf Cat.Scramble (%)

A HypoA/1/2g,h 2�HBD, Hbic, RingArom 112.00 192.74 80.74 0.94 29.48 95
HypoA/1/6 HBA-F, HBD, Hbic, RingArom 117.64 192.74 75.1 0.90 28.99 95

HypoA/2/4 3�HBA-F, HBic 127.40 192.74 65.34 0.85 13.53 95

HypoA/2/5 HBA-F, 2�HBD, Hbic 133.22 192.74 59.52 0.82 9.36 95

B HypoB/1/4 HBA-F, HBD, 2�Hbic 106.48 149.59 43.11 0.90 26.35 95

HypoB/1/6 HBD, 2�Hbic, RingArom 108.46 149.59 41.13 0.88 11.88 95

HypoB/1/10 HBA-F, HBD, Hbic, RingArom 111.57 149.59 38.02 0.86 34.89 95

HypoB/2/6 2�HBA-F, Hbic, RingArom 107.22 149.59 42.37 0.88 21.72 95

HypoB/2/7 HBA-F, 2�Hbic, RingArom 111.41 149.59 38.18 0.85 19.36 95

HypoB/3/1 HBA-F, HBD, 3�Hbic 105.08 149.59 44.51 0.90 30.71 95

HypoB/3/10 HBD, 3�Hbic, RingArom 114.79 149.59 34.8 0.81 22.81 95

HypoB/4/6 2�HBA-F, 3�Hbic 121.80 149.59 27.79 0.76 17.52 95

C HypoC/1/4 HBD, 2�Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 125.18 181.08 55.9 0.89 4.46 95

HypoC1/5 2�HBA-F, Hbic, RingArom 126.72 181.08 54.36 0.88 20.99 95

HypoC1/8 HBA-F, HBD, Hbic, RingArom 127.63 181.08 53.45 0.88 22.45 95

HypoC1/9 2�HBD, 3�Hbic 128.07 181.08 53.01 0.88 16.06 95

HypoC/2/7 2�HBD, Hbic, RingArom 133.44 181.08 47.64 0.83 12.05 95

HypoC/3/4 HBA-F, HBD, 3�Hbic 125.98 181.08 55.1 0.88 24.09 95

HypoC/4/1 HBD, 2�Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 127.96 181.08 53.12 0.85 7.16 95

HypoC/4/4 HBA-F, 2�Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 131.22 181.08 49.86 0.84 6.57 95

D HypoD/1/4 HBA, HBD, 3�Hbic 118.72 175.17 56.45 0.90 19.03 95

HypoD/2/1 HBA, Hbic, 2�RingArom 114.40 175.17 60.77 0.91 9.14 95

HypoD/2/5 HBD, Hbic, 2�RingArom 121.81 175.17 53.36 0.87 16.09 95

HypoD/2/9 HBA, HBD, Hbic, RingArom 123.11 175.17 52.06 0.86 10.27 95

HypoD/3/8h HBD, 3�Hbic, RingArom 120.89 175.17 54.28 0.88 45.75 95
HypoD/4/2 3�Hbic, 2�RingArom 123.67 175.17 51.5 0.85 8.56 95

HypoD/4/4h 2�HBA, 2�Hbic, posIon 125.97 175.17 49.2 0.84 6.53 95
HypoD/4/10h HBA, 2�Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 128.92 175.17 46.25 0.83 6.73 95

E HypoE/1/5 HBD, 2�Hbic, RingArom 130.53 213.45 82.92 0.90 37.48 95

HypoE/1/7 HBA, 2�Hbic, RingArom 131.96 213.45 81.49 0.89 35.21 95

HypoE/1/8 3�Hbic, RingArom 132.49 213.45 80.96 0.89 15.73 95

HypoE/2/3 HBA, 3�Hbic 131.83 213.45 81.62 0.88 19.05 95

HypoE/3/2 HBA, HBD, 3�Hbic 141.71 213.45 71.74 0.831 0.06 95

HypoE/3/7 2�HBA, 3�Hbic 153.33 213.45 60.12 0.763 27.88 90

F HypoF/1/5 HBA, HBD, Hbic, RingArom 118.08 172.13 54.05 0.92 4.03 95

HypoF/1/7 HBD, Hbic, posIon, RingArom 118.21 172.13 53.92 0.94 3.34 95

HypoF/1/10 HBA, Hbic, 2�RingArom 118.64 172.13 53.49 0.94 6.23 95

HypoF/2/1 2�HBA, Hbic, PosIon 113.19 172.13 58.94 0.96 6.67 95

HypoF/2/9 HBA, Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 117.45 172.13 54.68 0.94 9.96 95

HypoF/3/4 HBD, 3�Hbic, PosIon 118.45 172.13 53.68 0.93 4.96 95

HypoF/3/10 HBA, HBD, 3�Hbic 119.52 172.13 52.61 0.93 9.81 95

HypoF/4/8 HBD, 2�Hbic, PosIon, RingArom 118.32 172.13 53.81 0.93 7.61 95

a Correspond to training sets in Table 1.
b Correspond to runs in Table 2.
c Best models from their respective clusters, as judged based on F-statistic.
d The difference between the total cost and the cost of the corresponding null hypotheses.
e The correlation coefficients between bioactivity estimates and bioactivities of corresponding training set compounds.
f Fisher statistic calculated based on the linear regression between the fit values of collected ligands (1–119, Table A and figure A in Supporting Information) against

pharmacophore hypothesis (employing the ‘‘best fit’’ option and Eq. (4)) and their respective ERb affinities.
g HypoA/1/2 corresponds to the second binding hypothesis generated in the first automatic run trial for set A (see Table 2).
h Bolded pharmacophores emerged in the best QSAR equations (bolded).
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CATALYST) against the representative pharmacophores (42 mod-
els, Table 4), and their fit values were added as additional
descriptors. The fit value for any compound is obtained auto-
matically via Eq. (4) [56].

Genetic function approximation (GFA) was employed to search
for the best possible QSAR regression equation capable of
correlating the variations in biological activities of the training
compounds with variations in the generated descriptors, i.e.,
multiple linear regression modeling (MLR). We manually removed
sparse variables prior to QSAR analysis to avoid overwhelming
GFA-MLR with large number of poor descriptors.

Our preliminary diagnostic trials suggested the following
optimal GFA parameters: explore linear, quadratic and spline
equations at mating and mutation probabilities of 50%; population
size = 500; number of genetic iterations = 30,000 and lack-of-fit
(LOF) smoothness parameter = 1.0 [65]. However, to determine the
optimal number of explanatory terms (QSAR descriptors), it was
decided to scan and evaluate all possible QSAR models resulting
from 3 to 17 explanatory terms.

All QSAR models were validated employing leave-one-out
cross-validation ðr2

LOOÞ, bootstrapping ðr2
BSÞ and predictive r2 ðr2

PRESSÞ
calculated from the test subsets. The predictive r2

PRESS is defined as:

r2
PRESS ¼ SD� PRESS

SD
(5)

where SD is the sum of the squared deviations between the
biological activities of the test set and the mean activity of the
training set molecules, PRESS is the squared deviations between
predicted and actual activity values for every molecule in the test
set.

Descriptor-scanning identified several high-quality QSAR
models, of which models C and F (see Table 5 and Eqs. (10) and
(11)) exhibited the best overall statistical criteria, and therefore,
were selected to predict the inhibitory actions of our in silico hits.
Fig. 1 shows the plots of experimental versus fitted (training set)
and predicted (testing set) compound affinities to ERb as
calculated by QSAR models C and F. Four pharmacophore
hypotheses emerged in these optimal QSAR models, namely,
HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8, HypoD/4/4 and HypoD/4/10. Table 6
shows the three-dimensional coordinates of the four pharmaco-
phores, while Figs. 2 and 3 show the pharmacophoric features of
the four models, and how they map training compounds 117
(IC50 = 0.136 nM) and 5 (IC50 = 0.6 nM).

2.1.8. Receiver operator characteristic curve analysis (ROC analysis)

Successful pharmacophore models (i.e., HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8,
HypoD/4/4, HypoD/4/10 and Merged models, see below) were
further validated by assessing their abilities to selectively capture
diverse ERb active compounds from a large list of decoys
employing ROC analysis.

Therefore, it was necessary to prepare valid evaluation
structural database (testing set) that contain an appropriate list
of decoy compounds in combination with diverse list of known
active compounds. The decoy list was prepared as described by
Verdonk et al. [66,67]. Briefly, the decoy compounds were selected
based on three basic one-dimensional (1D) properties that allow
the assessment of distance (D) between two molecules (e.g., i and
j): (i) the number of hydrogen-bond donors (NumHBD); (ii)
number of hydrogen-bond acceptors (NumHBA), and (iii) count of
nonpolar atoms (NP, defined as the summation of Cl, F, Br, I, S and C

Table 5
Statistical criteria of high-ranking QSAR models.

Model Termsa r2
ð96Þ

b F-value r2
ðLOOÞ

c r2
ðBSÞ

d r2
ðPRESSÞ

e PRESSf Pharmacophoric terms in QSAR modelg

A 5 0.634 39.502 0.591 0.635 0.553 14.690 HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8

B 6 0.723 47.139 0.678 0.724 0.509 16.141 HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8

Cg 9 0.790 40.963 0.735 0.790 0.540 15.139 HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8, HypoD/4/4

D 5 0.644 41.217 0.600 0.645 0.605 12.987 HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8

E 6 0.702 42.450 0.657 0.702 0.625 12.350 HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8

Fg 12 0.826 36.199 0757 0.818 0.561 14.434 HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8, HypoD/4/10

a Number of explanatory terms including the intercept.
b Non-cross-validated correlation coefficient for 96 training compounds.
c Cross-validation correlation coefficients determined by the leave-one-out technique.
d Bootstrapping correlation coefficient.
e Predictive r2 determined for the 23 test compounds.
f The sum of squared deviations between predicted and actual activity values for every molecule in the test set of 23 compounds.
g These QSAR equations were selected to predict the ERb inhibitory activities of captured hits.

Fig. 1. (A) Experimental versus fitted (^, 96 compounds, r2
LOO ¼ 0:735) and

predicted (&, 23 compounds, r2
PRESS ¼ 0:540) bioactivities calculated from QSAR

model C (in Table 5 and Eq. (11)) for ERb ligands. (B) Experimental versus fitted (^,

96 compounds, r2
LOO ¼ 0:757) and predicted (&, 23 compounds, r2

PRESS ¼ 0:561)

bioactivities calculated from QSAR model F (in Table 5 and Eq. (11)) for ERb ligands.

The solid lines are the regression lines for the fitted and predicted bioactivities of

training and test compounds, respectively, whereas the dotted lines indicate the 1

log point error margins.
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atoms in a particular molecule). For each active compound in the
testing set, the distance to the nearest other active compound is
assessed using their Euclidean Distance (Eq. (6)):

Dði; jÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðNumHBDi � NumHBD jÞ2 þ ðNumHBAi

�NumHBA jÞ2 þ ðNPi � NP jÞ2

vuut (6)

The minimum distances are then averaged over all active
compounds (Dmin). Subsequently, for each active compound in
the testing set, 36 decoys were randomly chosen from the ZINC
database [68]. The decoys were selected in such a way that they did
not exceed Dmin distance from their corresponding active
compound.

Moreover, to further diversify the actives members, we
excluded any active compound having zero distance (D(i,j)) from
other active compound(s) in the testing set. Active testing
compounds were defined as those possessing ERb affinities
ranging from 0.136 to 1000 nM. The testing set included 39 active
compounds and 1383 ZINC compounds.

The testing set (1422 compounds) was screened by each
particular pharmacophore employing the ‘‘Best flexible search’’
option implemented in CATALYST, while the conformational
spaces of the compounds were generated employing the ‘‘Fast
conformation generation option’’ implemented in CATALYST.
Compounds missing one or more features were discarded from
the hit list. The in silico hits were scored employing their fit values
as calculated by Eq. (4).

ROC curve analysis describes the sensitivity (Se or true positive
rate, Eq. (7)) for any possible change in the number of selected
compounds (n) as a function of (1 � Sp). Sp is defined as specificity

or true negative rate (Eq. (8)) [67–69].

Se ¼ number of selected actives

total number of actives
¼ TP

TPþ FN
(7)

S p ¼ number of discarded inactives

total number of inactives
¼ TN

TNþ FP
(8)

where TP is the number of active compounds captured by the
virtual screening method (true positives), FN is the number of
active compounds discarded by the virtual screening method, TN is
the number of discarded decoys (presumably inactives), while FP is
the number of captured decoys.

If all molecules scored by a virtual screening (VS) protocol with
sufficient discriminatory power are ranked according to their score
(i.e., fit values), starting with the best-scored molecule and ending
with the molecule that got the lowest score, most of the actives will
have a higher score than the decoys. Since some of the actives will
be scored lower than decoys, an overlap between the distribution
of active molecules and decoys will occur, which will lead to
the prediction of false positives and false negatives [67,69]. The
selection of one score value as a threshold strongly influences the
ratio of actives to decoys and therefore the validation of a VS
method. However, ROC curve method avoids the selection of a
threshold by considering all Se and Sp pairs for each score threshold
[69]. A ROC curve is plotted by setting the score of the active
molecule as the first threshold. Afterwards, the number of decoys
within this cutoff is counted and the corresponding Se and Sp pair is
calculated. This calculation is repeated for the active molecule with
the second highest score and so forth, until the scores of all actives
are considered as selection thresholds.

Table 6
Pharmacophoric features and corresponding weights, tolerances and 3D coordinates of HypoA/1/2a, HypoD/3/8b, HypoD/4/4c and HypoD/4/10d.

Model Definitions Chemical features

HBD HBD Hbic RingArom

HypoA/1/2a Weights 2.17686 2.17686 2.17686 2.17686

Tolerances 1.60 2.20 1.60 2.20 1.60 1.60 1.60

Coordinates X 2.58 4.75 �2.20 �2.16 1.42 �1.14 0.81

Y 5.22 6.81 �5.22 �7.06 2.96 �2.58 �4.14

Z �1.14 0.19 �0.06 �2.43 �0.66 �0.09 1.57

Model Definitions Chemical features

HBD Hbic Hbic Hbic RingArom

HypoD/3/8b Weights 1.51398 1.51398 1.51398 1.51398 1.51398

Tolerances 1.60 2.20 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60

Coordinates X �3.66 �6.63 �2.45 1.20 0.64 �2.62 �2.28

Y 3.91 3.98 4.13 1.97 5.65 3.85 0.77

Z 5.38 5.81 0.65 �0.44 �3.02 3.22 2.48

Model Definitions Chemical features

HBA HBA Hbic Hbic PosIoniz

HypoD/4/4c Weights 1.36973 1.36973 1.36973 1.36973 1.36973

Tolerances 1.60 2.20 1.60 2.20 1.60 1.60 1.60

Coordinates X 2.58 3.50 �3.88 �2.49 �3.56 �3.96 4.86

Y 0.04 0.81 3.11 5.42 �2.07 �0.40 �0.42

Z �1.34 �4.10 4.53 5.86 �3.36 0.68 1.57

Model Definitions Chemical features

HBA Hbic Hbic PosIons RingArom

HypoD/4/10d Weights 1.211 1.211 1.211 1.211 1.211

Tolerances 1.60 2.20 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60

Coordinates X �2.48 �4.47 3.44 2.22 �3.13 1.86 0.41

Y 0.73 2.91 0.86 5.16 �2.82 �0.78 �2.20

Z 1.88 2.57 �1.92 0.32 2.91 �3.86 �1.65

a HypoA/1/2 is hypothesis number 2 generated in run number 1 based on set A.
b HypoD/3/8 is hypothesis number 8 generated in run number 3 based on set D.
c HypoD/4/4 is hypothesis number 4 generated in run number 4 based on set D.
d HypoD/4/10 is hypothesis number 10 generated in run number 4 based on set D.
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An ideal ROC curve continues as a horizontal straight line to the
upper-right corner where all actives and all decoys are retrieved,
which corresponds to Se = 1 and Sp = 0. In contrast to that, the ROC
curve for a set of actives and decoys with randomly distributed
scores tends towards the Se = 1 � Sp line asymptotically with
increasing number of actives and decoys [67]. The success of a

particular virtual screening workflow can be judged from the
following criteria (shown in Table 7):

(1) Area under the ROC curve (AUC) [69]. In an optimal ROC curve an
AUC value of 1 is obtained; however, random distributions
cause an AUC value of 0.5. Virtual screening that performs

Fig. 2. Features of HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8 and HypoA/1/2-D/3/8: HBD as violet vectored spheres, Hbic as blue spheres, and RingArom as orange vectored spheres: (A) HypoA/

1/2, (B) HypoA/1/2 fitted against 117 (IC50 = 0.136 nM), (C) HypoD/3/8 (D) HypoD/3/8 fitted against 117, (E) structure of 117, (F) merged HypoA/1/2-D/3/8, and (G) Hybrid

HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 fitted against 117. Arrows point to closely positioned common features in HypoA/1/2 and HypoD/3/8 allowing pharmacophore merging.
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better than a random discrimination of actives and decoys
retrieve an AUC value between 0.5 and 1, whereas an AUC value
lower than 0.5 represents the unfavorable case of a virtual
screening method that has a higher probability to assign the
best scores to decoys than to actives [67,69].

(2) Overall accuracy (ACC) describes the percentage of correctly
classified molecules by the screening protocol (Eq. (9)). Testing
compounds are assigned a binary score value of zero
(compound not captured) or one (compound captured)
[67,70,71].

ACC ¼ TPþ TN

N
¼ A

N
Seþ 1� A

N

� �
S p (9)

where N is the total number of compounds in the testing database, A

is the number of true actives in the testing database.

(3) Overall specificity (SPC) describes the percentage of discarded
inactives by the particular virtual screening workflow. Inactive
test compounds are assigned a binary score value of zero
(compound not captured) or one (compound captured)
regardless to their individual fit values [67,70,71].

(4) Overall true positive rate (TPR or overall sensitivity) describes the
fraction percentage of captured actives from the total number
of actives. Active test compounds are assigned a binary score
value of zero (compound not captured) or one (compound
captured) regardless to their individual fit values.

(5) Overall false negative rate (FNR or overall percentage of discarded

actives) describes the fraction percentage of active compounds
discarded by the virtual screening method. Discarded active
test compounds are assigned a binary score value of zero
(compound not captured) or one (compound captured)
regardless to their individual fit values.

Fig. 3. Pharmacophoric features of HypoD/4/4, HypoD/4/10 and HypoD/4/4-D/4/10: HBA as green vectored spheres, Hbic as blue spheres, PosIons as a red sphere, and

RingArom as orange vectored spheres, (A) HypoD/4/4 (B) HypoD/4/4 fitted against 5 (IC50 = 0.6 nM), (C) HypoD/4/10 (D) HypoD/4/10 fitted against 5, (E) structure of 5, (F)

Hybrid HypoD/4/4-D/4/10, and (G) Merged HypoD/4/4-D/4/10 fitted against 5. Arrows point to closely positioned common features in HypoD/4/4 and HypoD/4/10 allowing

pharmacophore merging.
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Table 7 and Figs. 4 and 5 show the success criteria of the four
QSAR-selected models and hybrid pharmacophores (see section
below).

2.1.9. Merging QSAR-selected pharmacophores

The fact that HypoA/1/2 and HypoD/3/8 share closely posi-
tioned HBD, RingArom and Hbic features (see Fig. 2), while HypoD/
4/4 and HypoD4/10 share closely positioned PosIons, HBA, and two
Hbic features (Fig. 3), prompted us to merge the two pairs into two
hybrid models: HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 and HypoD/4/4-D/4/10. Com-
mon features were merged in such a way that the tolerance

constrains of the parent models are averaged in the offspring
hybrid pharmacophores.

HypoA/1/2 and HypoD/3/8 were merged at a distance tolerance
threshold of 0.7 Å, i.e., any two closely positioned features, from
the originating models, were merged in a single feature in the
offspring model provided their centers occur within a maximum
distance of 0.7 Å. Similarly, HypoD/4/4 and HypoD4/10 were
merged at a distance tolerance threshold of 0.5 Å.

2.1.10. Docking experiments

The three-dimensional structures of 5 and 117 (Table A and
figure A in Supporting Information) were sketched in Chemdraw
Ultra and imported in CERIUS2 in SD file format. The ligands were
assumed to exist in their unionized states and were assigned
partial atomic charges using the default Gasteiger method
implemented in CERIUS2 [72,73].

The 3D coordinates of ERb were retrieved from the Protein Data
Bank (PDB code: 2FSZ, resolution 2.20 Å). Hydrogen atoms were
added to the protein utilizing CERIUS2 templates for protein
residues. Gasteiger charges were assigned to the protein atoms as
implemented in LigandFit1 [73,74]. Explicit water molecules were
removed from the protein and the protein structure was used in
docking without energy minimization. LigandFit1 considers the
flexibility of the ligand and treats the receptor as rigid. The two
structures were docked employing the following configurations:
(i) Monte Carlo search parameters: number of trials = 15,000;
search step for torsions with polar hydrogens = 30.0 degree. (ii) The
RMS threshold for ligand-to-binding site shape match was set to
2.0 employing a maximum of 2.0 binding site partitions. (iii)
Interaction energy parameters: the interaction energies were

Table 7
The success criteria of different QSAR-selected pharmacophore models and their

merged offspring.

Pharmacophore model ROC criteriaa

AUCb ACCc SPCd TPRe FNRf

HypoA/1/2 0.953 0.9599 0.9857 0.342 0.0142

HypoD/3/8 0.862 0.9599 0.9681 0.763 0.0318

HypoD/4/4 0.981 0.9599 0.989 0.263 0.011

HypoD/4/10 0.958 0.9599 0.990 0.237 0.01

HypoA/1/2-D/3/8g 0.964 0.9599 0.988 0.289 0.012

HypoD/4/4-D/4/10h 0.987 0.9599 0.989 0.263 0.011

a ROC: receiver operator characteristic curve.
b AUC: area under the curve.
c ACC: overall accuracy.
d SPC: overall specificity.
e TPR: overall true positive rate.
f FNR: overall false negative rate.
g Hybrid hypothesis generated from HypoA/1/2 and HypoD/3/8.
h Hybrid hypothesis generated from HypoD/4/4 and HypoD/4/10.

Fig. 4. Received operator curves (ROCs) conducted for QSAR-selected models: (A) HypoA/1/2, (B) HypoD/3/8, (C) HypoD/4/4, and (D) HypoD/4/10.
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assessed employing CFF force field (version 1.02) with a
nonbonded cutoff distance of 10.0 Å and distance dependent
dielectric. An energy grid extending 3.0 Å from the binding site was
implemented. The interaction energy was estimated by tri-linear
interpolation value using soft potential energy approximations
[74]. (iv) Rigid body ligand minimization parameters: 100
iterations of rigid body minimization were applied to every
orientation of the docked ligand. Eventually, a maximum of 10
optimal conformers/poses were saved for each molecule for
subsequent scoring. (v) The docked conformers/poses were scored
using PLP1 scoring function [75].

2.1.11. In silico screening for new ERb inhibitors

HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 and HypoD/4/4-D/4/10 were employed as 3D
search queries to screen two 3D flexible structural databases,
namely, the national cancer institute (NCI) list of compounds and
our in house built database of known drugs and agrochemicals
(DAG). Screening was performed employing the ‘‘Best Flexible
Database Search’’ option implemented within CATALYST. NCI hits
were subsequently filtered based on Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules
[76,77]. However, DAG hits were processed without subsequent
post-filtering. Table 8 details the number of captured and refined
compounds by each model.

Surviving hits were fitted on the original QSAR-selected
pharmacophores, i.e., HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8, HypoD/4/4 and
HypoD/4/10 using the ‘‘best fit’’ option within CATALYST. The
resulting fit values together with the relevant molecular descrip-
tors were substituted in the optimal QSAR models C and F (Table 5
and Eqs. (10) and (11)). Fig. 7 and Table 9 show the highest ranking
hits as predicted by successful QSAR models.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Data mining and conformational coverage

The literature was extensively surveyed to collect as many
structurally diverse ERb ligands as possible (1–119, see Table A
and Figure A in Supporting Information) [2,3,6,8,9,11,16,17,39–
55]. The collected compounds were carefully selected from around
800 reported inhibitors in such a way to guarantee dissimilar
affinities to ERa and ERb, and therefore, to allow access to selective
ERb pharmacophore models. The selected ligands have a 10-fold
average preference to either estrogen receptor, i.e., compared to
the other. We emphasized this trend particularly in the ‘‘most
potent’’ and ‘‘least potent’’ categories (as defined by Eqs. (1) and
(2)) which illustrate 18 and 5.5 fold average affinity preferences to
ERb and ERa, respectively. For example, 102 has ERa
IC50 = 176 nM and ERb IC50 = 0.8 nM, 105 (ERa IC50 = 23 nM
and ERb IC50 = 0.30 nM), 112 (ERa IC50 = 97 nM and ERb
IC50 = 1 nM). On the other hand, 17 has ERa IC50 = 11 nM
and ERb IC50 = 4900 nM, 20 (ERa IC50 = 8 nM and ERb
IC50 = 1231 nM), 66 (ERa IC50 = 1.4 nM and ERb IC50 = 129 nM),
etc.

The 2D structures of the inhibitors were imported into
CATALYST and converted automatically into reasonable 3D
structures. The resulting 3D conformers were used as starting
points for conformational analysis and in the determination of
various molecular descriptors for QSAR modeling. The conforma-
tional space of each ligand was extensively sampled utilizing the
poling algorithm implemented within the CONFIRM module of
CATALYST [60]. Efficient conformational coverage should mini-
mize conformation-related noise during pharmacophore genera-
tion and validation stages. Pharmacophore generation and
pharmacophore-based search procedures are known for their
sensitivity to inadequate conformational sampling of training
compounds [78].

3.2. Exploration of ERb pharmacophoric space

CATALYST enables automatic pharmacophore construction by
using a collection of at least 16 molecules with bioactivities
spanning over 3.5 orders of magnitude [56–61]. It implements an
optimization algorithm that evaluates large number of potential
models for a particular target through fine perturbations to

Fig. 5. Received operator curves (ROCs) for merged pharmacophore models: (A)

HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 and (B) HypoD/4/4-D/4/10.

Table 8
Numbers of captured hit compounds by hybrid pharmacophores HypoA/1/2-D/3/8

and HypoD/4/4-D/4/10.

3D

databasea

Post-screening

filteringb

Pharmacophore models

HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 HypoD/4/4-D/4/10

NCI Before 3635 2808

After 1176 409

DAGc 73 57

a NCI: national cancer institute list of available compounds (238,819 structures),

DAG: the list of established drugs and agrochemicals (2602 structures).
b Post-screening filtering employing Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules. Two Lipinsk’s

violations were tolerated.
c This list of compounds was virtually screened without post-screening filtering.
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hypotheses that survived the subtractive and constructive phases
(see Section 2.1.4) [59]. The number of the evaluated pharmaco-
phores is indicated by the configuration (Config.) cost calculated
for each modeling run (see Section 2.1.5). It is generally
recommended that the Config. cost of any CATALYST run not to
exceed 17, which correspond to 217 hypotheses to be assessed by
CATALYST, in order to guarantee thorough analysis of all models
[60].

The number of investigated pharmacophores is a function of
training compounds, selected input chemical features and other
CATALYST control parameters [60]. Restricting the extent of
explored pharmacophoric space should improve the efficiency of
optimization via allowing elaborate evaluation of limited number of
pharmacophoric models. However, extensive restrictions imposed
on the pharmacophoric space might reduce the possibility of
discovering optimal pharmacophoric hypotheses, as they might
occur outside the ‘‘boundaries’’ of the pharmacophoric space.

Therefore, we decided to explore the pharmacophoric space of
ERb ligands under reasonably imposed ‘‘boundaries’’ through
sixteen CATALYST automatic runs and employing six carefully
selected training subsets from the collected compounds: A, B, C, D,
E and F in Table 1. The training compounds in these subsets were
selected in such away to guarantee maximal 3D diversity and
continuous ERb affinities spread over more than 3.5 logarithmic
cycles. Furthermore, the training ligands were selected in such a
way that differences in their ERb affinities are primarily
attributable to the presence or absence of pharmacophoric features
(e.g., HBA or HBD or Hbic or RingArom or PosIoniz, Table 2) rather
than steric shielding and/or bioactivity-enhancing or -reducing
auxiliary groups (e.g., electron donating or withdrawing groups).
We gave special emphasis to the 3D diversity of the most-active
categories in the training subsets as they have significant influence
on the extent of the evaluated pharmacophore space during the
Constructive Phase of CATALYST algorithm (see Section 2.1.4).

Guided by our reasonably restricted pharmacophoric explora-
tion concept, we restricted the software to explore pharmaco-
phoric models incorporating from zero to three HBA, HBD,
Hydrophobic, and RingArom features and from zero to one PosIon
feature, as shown in Table 2. Furthermore, we instructed CATALYST
to explore only 4- and 5-featured pharmacophores, i.e., ignore
models of lesser number of features as CATALYST can generate
pharmacophore models of a maximum of 5 features only [56–61].
This restriction has the advantage of narrowing the investigated
pharmacophoric space and better representing the feature-rich
nature of known ERb ligands.

In each run, the resulting binding hypotheses were automa-
tically ranked according to their corresponding ‘‘total cost’’ values
(see Section 2.1.5). CATALYST also calculates the cost of the null
hypothesis, which presumes that there is no relationship in the
data and that experimental activities are normally distributed
about their mean. Accordingly, the greater the difference from the
null hypothesis cost (residual cost, Table 4) the more likely that the
hypothesis does not reflect a chance correlation [56–61].

CATALYST includes additional validation technique known as
Cat.Scramble [56]. This procedure is based on Fisher’s randomiza-
tion test [63]. In this test the biological data and the corresponding
structures are scrambled several times, and the software is
challenged to generate pharmacophoric models from the rando-
mized data. The confidence in the parent hypotheses (i.e.,
generated from unscrambled data) is lowered proportional to
the number of times the software succeeds in generating binding
hypotheses from scrambled data of apparently better cost criteria
than the parent hypotheses (see Section 2.1.5). Tables 3 and 4 show
Fisher criteria for the different runs.

Eventually, 210 pharmacophore models emerged from 24
automatic CATALYST modeling rounds. All models illustrated good
overall performance and Fisher confidence levels �90%, as shown
in Table 3. The resulting pharmacophores were clustered and the

Table 9
High-ranking hit molecules captured by hybrid pharmacophores HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 and HypoD/4/4-D/4/10 and their corresponding QSAR estimates from Eqs. (10) and (11).

Hita Name or NCI code Fit values againstb QSAR estimates

Eq. (10) Eq. (11)

HypoA/1/2 HypoD/3/8 HypoD/4/4 HypoD/4/10 log(1/IC50) IC50 (nM) log(1/IC50) IC50 (nM)

120 33338 8.47 5.30 0 0 �0.14 1.38 �0.83 6.76

121 34319 8.30 5.93 0 0 �0.03 1.06 �0.81 6.43

122 57537 6.15 5.26 0 0 �0.41 2.57 �1.13 13.44

123 66810 5.80 6.19 0 0 0.39 0.41 0.34 0.46

124 68053 6.82 5.14 0 0 �0.08 1.21 �0.79 6.11

125 86423 7.19 6.54 0 0 �0.63 4.26 �1.71 51.22

126 328436 5.75 5.05 0 0 0.43 0.37 0.41 0.39

127 366211 7.12 5.16 0 0 �0.40 2.50 �1.06 11.43

128 370875 8.27 6.02 0 0 1.15 0.07 0.40 0.40

129 402886 7.89 5.87 0 0 0.15 0.71 �0.79 6.20

130 605857 5.11 5.89 0.89 0.15 �0.89 7.78 �2.09 121.83

131 652097 8.16 6.86 0 0 0.14 0.73 �1.084 12.13

132 691341 7.47 4.30 0 0 0.24 0.58 �0.51 3.24

133 692899 6.81 5.24 3.74 1.42 �0.16 1.46 �0.43 2.71

134 692902 6.75 5.63 3.70 1.40 0.34 0.46 �0.013 1.03

135 693113 7.47 5.92 0 0 0.37 0.43 0.074 0.84

136 371300 6.75 6.14 0 0 0.20 0.63 0.05 0.90

137 Fexofenadine 3.83 5.25 1.90 0.45 �0.34 2.18 �1.71 51.55

138 Flupenthixol 0 0 0.99 1.002 �2.01 102.06 �2.16 144.95

139 Phenolsulfonphthalein 6.21 3.98 0 0 �2.24 174.70 �0.97 9.28

140 Hydroxystilbamidine 2.50 3.51 0 0 �2.47 291.59 �2.67 468.2

141 Masoprocol 8.38 5.83 0 0 �0.47 2.93 �1.17 14.87

142 Methylergonovine 5.29 0 0 0 �3.07 1169.8 �3.17 1478.84

143 o-Dianisidine 5.39 4.46 0 0 �3.49 3111.9 �3.76 5687.32

144 Terfenadine 5.07 4.99 1.70 0.51 0.33 0.47 �0.54 3.49

145 Topotecan 5.66 3.44 0 0 �2.38 236.97 �1.58 37.86

146 Liothyronine 7.79 5.64 1.88 2.76 �0.65 4.43 �1.57 36.74

a Hits shown in Fig. 7.
b Best fit values against each binding hypothesis calculated by Eq. (4).
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best representatives (42 models) were used in subsequent QSAR
analysis. Table 4 shows the performance criteria of representative
binding models.

Clearly from Table 4, all models shared comparable features and
acceptable statistical criteria. Emergence of several comparable
pharmacophore models suggests the existence of multiple binding

modes assumed by different ERb ligands within the binding
pocket. Therefore, it is quite challenging to select any particular
pharmacophore hypothesis as a sole representative of the binding
process.

3.3. QSAR modeling

Pharmacophoric hypotheses provide excellent insights into
ligand-macromolecule recognition and can be used as 3D search
queries to mine for new biologically interesting scaffolds.
However, their predictive value as 3D-QSAR models is usually
limited by steric shielding and bioactivity-enhancing or -reducing
auxiliary groups [61]. This point combined with the fact that
pharmacophore modeling of ERb ligands furnished several binding
hypotheses of comparable statistical criteria prompted us to
employ classical QSAR analysis to search for the best combination
of pharmacophore(s) and other 2D descriptors capable of
explaining bioactivity variation across the whole list of collected
inhibitors (1–119 in Table A and figure A in supporting
Information). The fact that the collected inhibitors exhibit distinct
(generally contradictory) affinity profiles against ERa and ERb
confers additional selectivity on the resulting QSAR models, i.e.,
extra to pharmacophoric selectivity discussed earlier.

We employed genetic function approximation and multiple
linear regression analysis (GFA-MLR-QSAR) to search for an
optimal QSAR equation(s). GFA-MLR-QSAR selects optimal
descriptor combinations based on the Darwinian concept of
genetic evolution whereby the statistical criteria of regression
models from different descriptor combinations (chromosomes) are
employed as fitness criteria [65]. GFA-MLR-QSAR analysis was
employed to explore various combinations of pharmacophores and
other structural descriptors and to evaluate their statistical
properties as predictive QSAR models. The fit values obtained by
mapping the 42 representative hypotheses against all collected
ERb ligands (1–119, Table A and Figure A in Supporting
Information) were enrolled as independent variables (genes) in
a cycle of GFA-MLR-QSAR analysis over 30,000 iterations employ-
ing Friedman’s LOF fitness criterion (see Section 2.1.7) [65,82].
However, since it is essential to access the predictive power of the
resulting QSAR models on an external set of compounds, we
randomly selected 23 molecules and employed them as external
test molecules for validating the QSAR models ðr2

PRESSÞ. Moreover,
all QSAR models were cross-validated automatically using the
leave-one-out cross-validation in CERIUS2 [65,79].

Table 5 shows the statistical criteria of the resulting top-ranking
QSAR models. Eqs. (10) and (11) show the details of the best QSAR
models, i.e., models C and F in Table 5, respectively. Fig. 1 shows
the corresponding scatter plots of experimental versus estimated
bioactivities for the training and testing ligands based on both
equations.

where r2
96 is the correlation coefficient, r2

LOO is the leave-one-out
correlation coefficient, r2

BS is the bootstrapping regression coefficient
and r2

PRESS is the predictive r2 determined for the 23 test compounds
[65,79]. HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8, HypoD/4/4 and HypoD/4/10
represent the fit values of the training compounds against the four
pharmacophore models as calculated from Eq. (4). SaaO is the
electrotopological sum descriptor for aromatic oxygen atoms. ox
and 3xv

P are the zero-order simple and third-order path valence
connectivity indices, respectively. AtypeO60, AtypeO58, AtypeO60,
AtypeC35 and AtypeC43 are atom-type-based AlogP descriptors
related to oxygen and carbon atoms. JursFNSA3 is a Jurs charged
partial surface area descriptor encoding for the fractional charged
partial surface area (=partial positive solvent-accessible surface
area� (total positive charge/total molecular solvent-accessible
surface area)), while JursDPSA2 is the difference in total charge
weighted surface areas obtained by subtracting the total charge
weighted positive solvent-accessible surface area (=partial positive
solvent-accessible surface area� total positive charge) minus total
charge weighted negative solvent-accessible surface area (=partial
negative solvent-accessible surface area � total negative charge)
[65]. LUMO is the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital; log P is the
calculated logarithm of the n-octanol/water partition coefficient,
PMImag is the principal moment of inertia.

The emergence of generally orthogonal pharmacophoric models
(of average cross-correlation r2 = 0.36) in Eqs. (10) and (11) suggests
the existence several complementary binding modes accessible to
ligands within the binding pocket of ERb: i.e., a particular
pharmacophore can optimally explain the affinities of some training
inhibitors, while the other explains the remaining inhibitors. Similar
conclusions were reached about the binding pockets of other targets,
e.g., factor Xa, GSK-3beta, bacterial Mur F and HSL [80–83].

Fig. 2 shows the pharmacophoric features of models HypoA/1/2
and HypoD/3/8 and how they map most-active training compound
117 (IC50 = 0.136 nM), while Fig. 3 shows the pharmacophoric
features of HypoD/4/4 and HypoD/4/10 and how they map most-
active training compound 5 (IC50 = 0.6 nM). Table 6 shows the X, Y,
and Z coordinates of the pharmacophores in Eqs. (10) and (11).

Emergence of PMImag, SaaO and connectivity indices is
suggestive of certain role played by the ligands’ topology in the
binding process. However, despite their predictive significance,
these descriptors have generally poor information content. On the
other hand, the combined emergence of hydrophilicity indicators,
i.e., JursDPSA2, JursFNSA3, AtypeO60, AtypeO58, and AtypeO60, in
association with negative regression terms and hydrophobic

logð1=IC50Þ ¼ �8:53þ 0:25 HypoD=4=4þ 0:12 HypoA=1=2þ 0:27 HypoD=3=8þ 0:37 SaaO

þ0:630x� 5:7� 10�3 JursDPSA2� 18:27 JursFNSA3� 0:63 AtypeO60

r2
96 ¼ 0:79; F-statistic ¼ 40:96; r2

BS ¼ 0:79; r2
LOO ¼ 0:74; r2

PRESSð23Þ ¼ 0:54

(10)

logð1=IC50Þ ¼ �4:87þ 0:25 HypoD=3=8þ 0:10 HypoA=1=2þ 0:25 HypoD=4=10

þ0:423xv
P þ 1:86 AtypeC43� 1:08� 10�3 PMImag� 1:79 LUMO

�0:42 AtypeO60þ 3:27 AtypeC35� 0:57 AtypeO58þ 0:25 log P

r2
96 ¼ 0:83; F-statistic ¼ 36:20; r2

BS ¼ 0:82; r2
LOO ¼ 0:76; r2

PRESSð23Þ ¼ 0:56

(11)
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descriptors, i.e., log P, AtypeC35, and AtypeC43, in association with
positive regression coefficients strongly suggest an inverse
relationship tying ligand/ERb affinity and ligand hydrophilicity.
This is unsurprising, as ligands need to dehydrate prior to binding
to the hydrophobic pocket of ERb.

Finally, emergence of LUMO in Eq. (11) in association with a
negative slope suggests a direct relationship between ligand/ERb
affinity and ligands’ electrophilicities. We believe this trend is
explainable by the fact that ERb/ligand binding probably involves
aromatic ring stacking with PHE356, which is expected to be
stronger with electron-deficient rings, i.e., those of more negative
LUMO energies.

3.4. ROC analyses of successful pharmacophores

To further validate the resulting models (both QSARs and
pharmacophores), we subjected our QSAR-selected pharmaco-
phores to receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve analyses. In
ROC analysis, the ability of a particular pharmacophore model to
correctly classify a list of compounds as actives or inactives is

indicated by the area under the curve (AUC) of the corresponding
ROC curve as well as other parameters, i.e., overall accuracy, overall
specificity, overall true positive rate, and overall false negative rate
(see Section 2.1.8).

Table 7 and Fig. 4 show the ROC curves of QSAR-selected
pharmacophores. Generally, all four models illustrated excellent
overall performance, as they scored average AUCs above 85%.
However, HypoD/4/4 performed best with AUC value of 98%. This is
not unexpected, as the presence of PosIons and two HBA features in
this model points to the hydrophilic nature and therefore the
selectivity of this pharmacophore. While on the other hand, the
hydrophobic nature of HypoD/3/8 seems to explain its relatively
inferior selectivity. Well-positioned hydrophilic groups promote
selective ligand–receptor interactions and accordingly promote
pharmacophoric selectivity and ROC-AUC. The midway perfor-
mance of HypoA/1/2 and HypoD/4/10, i.e., between those of
HypoD/4/4 and HypoD/3/8 is probably related to the intermediacy
of their hydrophobic-hydrophilic nature. Nevertheless, despite the
mediocre AUC of HypoD/3/8 it captured 76.3% of the true actives
albeit with relatively high-negative rate (3.18%).

Fig. 6. Mapping hybrid pharmacophore models against potent training compounds compared to their docked poses into ERb (protein databank code: 2FSZ, resolution 2.20 Å).

(A) The docked pose of 117 compared to the way it fits HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 and (B) the docked pose of 5 compared to the way it maps HypoD/4/4-D/4/10.
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3.5. Merging similar pharmacophore models

The close resemblance of QSAR-selected pharmacophore
models combined with the urge to further optimize their ROC
profiles prompted us to merge similar models into hybrid
pharmacophores: HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 and HypoD/4/4-D/4/10, as in
Figs. 2 and 3.

ROC analysis of the new hybrid models illustrated significant
improvements in AUC compared to parent models, as shown in
Table 7 and Figs. 4 and 5. The improvement is particularly apparent
in HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 case, as the average AUC improved from 0.908
for models HypoA/1/2 and HypoD/3/8 to become 0.964. Further-

more the pharmacophoric features of the new hybrid models agree
nicely with binding interactions proposed by docking experiments,
as shown in the next section.

3.6. Comparison of pharmacophore model with the active site of

ERb

Despite the problems associated with crystallographic struc-
tures (see Section 3.1), binding pharmacophoric features obtained
by pharmacophore-QSAR analysis can be compared with crystal-
lographic ERb active site to identify probable residues important
for activity [80–82,84].

Fig. 7. Chemical structures of highest ranking in silico hits (as suggested by the best QSAR model and the associated pharmacophores).
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Pharmacophoric features of HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 and HypoD/4/4-
D/4/10, as well as the alignment of compounds 117 and 5 (Table A
and Figure A in Supporting Information) as proposed by these
binding hypotheses were compared with the structures of 117 and
5 docked into the binding site of ERb (Fig. 6). The docking
experiment was performed employing LIGANDFIT docking engine
[73,74]. A marked similarity was observed between features
proposed by the merged pharmacophore models and ligand
binding features in the docked structures.

In the docked pose of 117 (Fig. 6a), the hydroxyl group of the o-
fluorophenol fragment is hydrogen-bonded to the carboxylate of
GLU305. This interaction corresponds to mapping the phenolic
hydroxyl against a hydrogen-bond donor in HypoA/1/2-D/3/8
(Fig. 6a). Similarly, in the docked pose of 117, the hydroxy group of
the m-iodophenol fragment is hydrogen-bonded to the peptidic
carbonyl of GLY472 (Fig. 6a). This interaction corresponds nicely to
mapping this phenolic hydroxyl against a hydrogen-bond donor in
HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 (Fig. 6a).

Furthermore, the hydrophobic amino acids LEU298, PHE377,
MET295, VAL370, ILE373, MET479, ILE376, MET336 and MET340
seem to furnish suitable hydrophobic environment for effective
interactions with the iodobenzofuran fragment of 117 (Fig. 6a).
This conduct agrees nicely with fitting this central fragment
against three hydrophobic features in HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 (Fig. 6a).
Finally, the docking experiment suggests that the o-flurophenol
fragment of 117 stacks against the aromatic ring of PHE356, which
correlates with mapping this moiety against a RingArom feature in
HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 (Fig. 6a).

Likewise, the docked pose of 5 within ERb binding site closely
correlates with way it maps HypoD/4/4-D/4/10 (Fig. 6b): the
docking experiment placed the aromatic ether oxygen of 5
adjacent to the hydroxyl side chain of THR299 suggesting the
existence of mutual hydrogen-bonding (Fig. 6b), which seems to
correspond nicely with mapping this group against a hydrogen-
bond acceptor feature in the hybrid pharmacophore HypoD/4/4-D/
4/10 (Fig. 6b). Furthermore, the docking experiment suggests the
involvement of the phenolic hydroxyl group of 5 in hydrogen-
bonding with the carboxylate side chain of GLU305 (Fig. 6b). This
interaction is probably represented by mapping this phenolic
hydroxyl against a hydrogen-bond acceptor in HypoD/4/4-D/4/10
(Fig. 6b). On the other hand, the docking engine placed the
positively charged pyrrolidine fragment of 5 at 4.4 Å from the
carboxylate moiety of ASP303 suggesting the existence of effective
mutual electrostatic attraction (Fig. 6b). This corresponds to

mapping the pyrrolidine group of 5 against positive ionizable
feature in HypoD/4/4-D/4/10 (Fig. 6b). Moreover, the docking
software stacks the phenolic ring of 5 against the benzene of
PHE356, which clearly correlates with mapping this ring against a
RingArom feature in HypoD/4/4-D/4/10 (Fig. 6b). Finally, the
amino acids MET336, LEU298, LEU476, MET295, MET479, and
ILE376 seem to furnish hydrophobic pocket suitable for interaction
with the central phenylcyclohexenyl fragment of 5. This conduct
corresponds with fitting this fragment against two hydrophobic
features in HypoD/4/4-D/4/10 (Fig. 6b).

3.7. In silico screening

Models HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 and HypoD/4/4-D/4/10 were
employed as 3D search queries against two available 3D flexible
structural databases, namely, the NCI list of compounds (238,819
compounds) and our in house built database of known drugs and
agrochemicals (DAG, 2602 compounds). HypoA/1/2-D/3/8 and
HypoD/4/4-D/4/10 captured 3708 and 2865 hits, respectively. Hits
are defined as those compounds that have their chemical groups
spatially overlap (map) with corresponding features within the
particular pharmacophoric model.

NCI hits were subsequently filtered via Lipinski’s and Veber’s
drug-likeness rules [76,77] to further optimize our search results.
Table 8 details the number of captured hits and surviving hits after
refinement by Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules. The remaining hits were
fitted against HypoA/1/2, HypoD/3/8, HypoD/4/4 and HypoD/4/10
and their fit values were substituted in QSAR Eqs. (10) and (11) to
determine their predicted bioactivities. The highest ranking hits,
together with their estimated bioactivities, are shown in Fig. 7 and
Table 9.

Interestingly, one of our drug hits, fexophenadine (137), was
reported to possess potent anti-rheumatic and anti-inflammatory
properties [85] suggesting their ERb affinities, which further
validates our molecular modeling approach and conclusions.

4. Conclusion

ERb selective agonists have utility as novel anti-inflammatory
agents without triggering classic estrogenic side effects such as
uterine stimulation. The pharmacophoric space of ERb ligands was
explored via six diverse sets of compounds, of significantly
dissimilar ERa/ERb affinities, and using CATALYST to identify
high-quality binding model(s). Subsequently, genetic algorithm and

Fig. 7. (Continued ).
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multiple linear regression analysis were employed to access optimal
QSAR models capable of explaining ERb affinity variation across 119
collected ERb ligands. Four pharmacophores emerged in two QSAR
equations, suggesting the existence of more than one binding mode
accessible to ligands within ERb binding pocket. The close similarity
between the pharmacophores prompted us to merge them into two
hybrid models that illustrated better ROC profiles and resembled
binding features suggested by docking experiments.

The pharmacophoric models were employed to propose several
potent ERb ligands retrieved via in silico mining of two structural
databases. Our results suggest usefulness of the combination of
pharmacophoric exploration and QSAR analyses as a tool for
finding new ERb ligands.
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